COVENTRY® FIRE PIT KIT

FIRE PIT KIT INCLUDES
- Wall Blocks
- Caps
- 34” diameter copper bowl
- 36” diameter grate for wood burning
- 24” diameter grate for cooking
- Poker
- Retractable metal mesh dome
- Installation guide

NOTE: Blocks are not fire-rated. Do not burn fires without protective bowl or other fire-rated insert. Do not overfill the bowl. Firewood should be contained within the closed spark screen.

GRAND FIRE RING KIT

FIRE RING WITH GRATE
LBS PER CUBE 1,060
12” high
48” outside diameter
31” inside diameter

STANDARD FEATURES
- Ready to assemble — everything’s included!
- No special tools required
- Easy-to-read, step-by-step instructions
- Precut and sized to fit
- Includes VOC compliant adhesive and construction gloves
- Solid steel insert and swivel cooking grate
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